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Course Design for the Liberal Arts:
“Why do I have to take that class?”

Kimberly Cossey, Chemistry
Julia Metzker, ENGAGE

Focused free writing exercise
A great way to bring the class into the 
learning space
� Jot the topic at the top of your paper
� For 10 minutes write continuously about this topic.
◦ Don’t stop writing
◦ Don’t let the pen come off the paper
◦ Write everything thing that comes to your mind

� Provide a 1 minute warning
� Share the best or notable ideas that came up for you

YOUR TOPIC: Liberal Arts
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The Innovative Course-Building Group (IC-bG)

� is a grass-roots social network 
� supports faculty and staff across disciplines
� uses civic issues as a catalyst for designing 

engaging courses 
� focuses on important student learning
� is run by experienced, award-winning faculty

Innovative Course-building Group (icbg.wordpress.com)

Our guiding principles

� Time is valuable: gatherings are deliberately 
designed to be productive, meaningful, and 
enjoyable uses of this limited resource.

� Good ideas recycled, refined, and adapted 
become great ideas.

� Collaboration supports innovation.

Innovative Course-building Group (icbg.wordpress.com)
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Think, Pair, Share
One of the most simple ways to transform 
your teaching
� THINK: Students jot down responses to a prompt
� PAIR: Students form pairs or small groups
� SHARE: Students share a “highlight” with the larger 

group

An extraordinary podcast on active learning: 
“Don’t Lecture Me” by American RadioWorks

Available at icbg.wordpress.com/resources
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Your turn –
Picking up where we left off …
PART I: Think – Pair – Share (20 min)
� THINK: Answer the three questions on your own

� PAIR: Share your responses with a NEW partner NOT 
from your department or discipline. 

� SHARE: Share a “highlight” with the larger group. 
If you have time …
� Brainstorm one or two learning activities or ways that 

students could demonstrate to you that they had learned 
the big idea from your subject..

ENSC

Dynamic systems

Education

Creating learning 
environments

Feedback loops Huge range of 
diversity.  Teachers 

need multiple 
approaches.

Humans are connected 
to the environment and 

we can measure this 
and make predictions.

We have an obligation 
to help young people 

maximize their 
potential in life.

Share your highlights…
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Why do I have to take that class?
PART 2: Picture Story (30 min)

In your group draw a picture that …
� communicates to students how your subjects are 

connected
� explains why a student would benefit from these 

subjects (even if they aren’t going into the field)
If you have time …
� brainstorm ideas for helping students understand the 

importance and value these subjects.
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Why do I have to take that class?
Wrapping it up: The Last Word
Choose a single word that best describes how you are feeling 
right now.

To do on your own with your new mentor:
Ask your mentor to tell you about one of their favorite teaching 
activities and ask these probing questions….
1. Why do you like this activity?
2. How does it relate to your learning goals for students?
Brainstorm with your mentor how you could adapt this activity 
for your class

Join IC-bG at icbg.wordpress.com! 


